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The deposition of any undesired material on heat transfer surfaces is called fouling. Fouling may

significantly impact the thermal and mechanical performance of heat exchangers. Fouling is a

dynamic phenomenon which changes with time.

Fouling increases the overall thermal resistance and lowers the overall heat transfer coefficient of

heat exchangers. Fouling also impedes fluid flow, accelerates corrosion and increases pressure drop

across heat exchangers.

Different types of fouling mechanisms have been identified. They can occur individually but often

occur simultaneously. Descriptions of the most common fouling mechanisms are provided below:

Scaling/CLystallization Fouling:

Scaling is the most common type of fouling and is commonly associated with inverse solubility salts
such as calcium carbonate (CaCOa) found in water. Reverse solubility sa|ts become less solute as

the temperature increases and thus deposit on the heat exchanger surface. Scale is difficult to

remove mechanically and chemical cleaning may be required.

 

Fouling Factors in Heat Exchangers .are The fouling factorrepresents the

theoretical resistance to heatflow due to a build-up of a layer of dirt or

otherfouling substance on the tube surfaces of the heat exchanger, but they are often

overstated by the end user in an attempt to minimise the frequency of cleaning.
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Problem 12.19: A feed water heater uses steam condensing at 120°C :0 heat water from 30°C to

30°C in a shell and tube heat exchanger at a rate of 5 kg/s. The overall heat transfer coefficient

is equal to 2000 W/mgK. Due to usage deposits have firmed on the surfaces resulting in a

fouling resistance of 0.0009 Km2/W Determine the water exit temperamre if flow rates and

inlet temperatures are maintained.

Solution: As it is a condenser, it can be treated as counter flow exchanger. As performance

under a different operating condition is to be studied NTU method is used.

gzflzflzfllfifi'Iz'l—g—NIU

120 — 30 90

Solving NTU = 1.0936

NTU = iLTAJl'Cmin A = 11.48 m2

Due to fouling, the value of U is changed. Cm and area. remain unaltered.

Hid — UL: = fouling factor

Ud—overall heat transfer coefficient for dirty surface

Uc—ovecrall heat transfer coefficient for clean surface

1 1_ Z _ = 2

U; 2000 + “-0009 -. U.l 714.03001J1 K

NTU = UAICm-n = 714.29 x 11.405 x 4100 = 0.3023

TC2 — Ta Tc2 — 30
 220.3252“ 2 120_30

.. Tc2 = 59.2“0

Water outlet temperature is reduced from 90 to 59.2”C

Heat. flow I 5 X 4.180 (59.2 — 30) = 610.44 kW

as compared to 1254 kW.A reduction more than 50%. This problem {:3an inverted to determine

the f01flj].gfact0l. This is the reason for use of fouling factor in design.
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Problem 12.20: A feed wa ter heater having 5. ?4 ms area was used to heat water from 30°C

at a rate of 2. 5 kg/s. using steam condensing at 120°C. The exit temperature was measured as

.90 ”C. Determine the value of overall heat transfer coefficient. After 3 years ofoperation. for the

same flow rates and inlet conditions, the outlet temperature measured only 80°C. Determine

the value offouling resistance.

Solution: This problem can preferably he solved by NTU method.

As it. is a condensing unit C = Cmm-

90- 30 _60

:1—20—30 9—0

NTU = —ln(1 — E) = 1.0986

NTU—— UAIC- = UK 5. 7402.5 X 4180)

U: Uc—— 2000.09Wh11‘K

After service the fluid15 heated only to 80°C and so

30—30 _50
02m-E NTU=0.8109

U|i = 1476.35 Willng

1 1
Fouling resistance 2 — —— = 0.000177 ngfw

Us“ Ur
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